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SUMMARY
This paper and its companionwork in part 2 study the effects of flight
on sound radiated from embedded,uncorrelatedring sources convectingalong
the midst of the primary and the secondary streams of a coaxial dual flow
which emerges from a moving nozzle into the ambience. We examinecold jets
here and hot jets in part 2. The problem is posed as a double vortex-sheet
flow model which involvesdeliberatesuppressionof inherentinstabilitiesof
the flow and is formulated,as a linear problem, in terms of the combined
contributionsof two independentuncorrelatedquadrupole-typering sources,
the one convectingin the primaryflow representingthe sources generateddue
to the interactionat the primary/secondaryinterfaceand the other convectinq
in the secondary flow representingthe sources generateddue to the interac-
tion at the secondary/ambientinterface. The analysisshows that the effects
of flight induce (i) amplificationof noise in the forwardquadrant,(ii) re-
ductionof noise in the aft quadrantand (iii)absolutely no impact on radi-
ation of noise at e= 90° to the .ietaxis. Moreover,as a result of this
study it is inferred (in part 2) that at constantmassflow and thrust,the
inner-cold/outer-coldmode of operation,although it is not a practicalen-
gine cycle, is the quietestmode of operationfollowedby an inner-hot/outer-
hot mode, inner-cold/outer-hotmode and inner-hot/outer-coldmode which radi-
ates the utmostnoise. Also it is shown that at constantmassflowand thrust,
an inverted velocityprofileprovidesa significantnoise reduction(as com-
pared againstnoise froma conventionalprofile) at all anglesbothstatically
and in flight. The salient featureof this study is the simultaneousincor-
porationof the effects of convection,mean flow and of flight on the radia-
tion from convectedsources.
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1.1 GENESISOFTHEPROBLEM
The motivation for this work comes from the recent advances in theore-
tical modelling of jet noise characteristics by Mani (1976a, 1976b), especial-
ly the flow-acoustic interaction, which have produced rational explanations
for many observed trends in jet noise.
Mani's approach is one of the most simplisticand successfulapproaches
to jet noise problems in recentyears. He capitalizedon an oversimplified
form of a mathematicallyrigorous, nonlinear, inhomogeneouswave equation
originatedby Phillips (1960) and developedmore fully by Lilley (1972) and
Goldstein& Howes (1973). The study with its distinct style by Mani is re-
garded as a simplified attemptto solve the Lilley-Goldstein& Howes (LGH)
type equation where, in the interest of obtaining closed-formsolutionSand
maintainingthe clarity of the physicswithout any recourseto complicating
numericaltreatment,the jet flow is modelled as a simple, round, plug-flow
jet. This is a simplified form of the LGH-equationwhich is found in the
limitingcase of a uniform jet surrounded by a infinitelythin vortex sheet.
Mani's model succeeds in explainingmost major interestingfeatures of jet
noise data, on both hot and cold jets. Particular success is achieved in
explainingaspects of the data not explainable by the Lighthillapproach,
especiallythe flow-acousticinteraction.
In general, many of the experimentalfeatures are consistent with the
resultsof the vortexsheet flow model procedurewhich deliberatelysuppresses
the instabilitywaves that would actuallyshow up in any physical realization
being describedby that model. Recognizingthis generalfeatureof the vortex
sheet flow model and the ease and straightforwardnesswith which it is
handled,Balsa and Gliebe (1977) have extended Mani's theory to explain the
noise radiationfrom coaxial jets. In their work, however, they describe a
static jet noise situationand furthermore,by consideringjust only a single
point source at the centerlineof a primary jet in a coaxial flow they have
failed to providea rightmodellinginasmuchas it does not representall the
sourceswhich are generatedat the two vortex interfaces.
In a recentwork, an extensionof the Mani-typevortexsheet flow model,
Dash (1978, 1979a, 1979b)has consideredthe effectsof fliqht to predictthe
differentfeatures associated with the noise from a single stream jet in
flight as well as from a coaxialjet in flight. However, the coaxial flow
problemthere is inadequatelymodelledsince only the acousticsources due to
the primary/secondaryflow interactionshave been taken into consideration
while the acoustic sources due to the secondary/ambientflow interactions
have been inadvertentlycompletelyiqnored.
In the present work, this has been taken care of by consideringand in-
cludingsimultaneouslythe sources both inside the inner iet and inside the
outer jet. This is perfectly naturaland logical, since in a coaxial flow
the interaction between the inner and the outer flows plus the interaction
betweenthe outer and the ambient flows inherently give rise to acoustic
sources of noise. One has to bear in mind that the sources which are gener-
ated due to the interactionof primary/secondaryflows are presumed to be
axiallyand symmetricallydistributedin and around the primary flow, and as
such can be qualitativelyrepresentedby consideringa ring source convecting
in the midst of the primaryjet. At the same time, the sources generateddue
to the interactionof secondary/ambientflows are presumedto be axiallyand
sy_etrically distributedin and around the secondary flow. These sources
are qualitativelyrepresentedby consideringa ring source convectingin the
midst of the secondaryjet.
The choice for the centerlineconvectionis strongly advocatedand also
found to have been appliedto yield very good resultsin the works of Mani
(1972,1974, 1976a, 1976b)and his colleaques. This is also supportedby the
experimentalevidence in the work of Scharton and his colleagues (1972).
Furthermore,Mani (1974)has also arguedthat the exact locationof the source
does not matter so long as it is well within the jet. These ideas help sig-
nificantlyin the handlingof mathematicsinvolvedin the analysis.
1.2 RELEVANCE OF RING SOURCES IN A VORTEX SHEET FLOW MODEL
It will be interestingto make some remarks about the suitabilityof
consideringringsources in a vortexsheet flow model. It is well known that
the vortexsheet flow modellingis a very oversimplifiedmodel inasmuchas it
deliberatelysuppresses the instabilitywaves that would actually dominate
any physical realizationof that model. Nonetheless,incorporationof flow-
acousticinteraciton in a vortex sheet model provides many useful results
which successfullyexplain aspects of the jet noise data not explainableby
the classical theories. In this context, Ffowcs Williams (1977)has noted
that notwithstandingthe deliberate suppression of instabilitywaves in a
vortexsheet model, the model is so successfulthat many of the several fea-
tures recognizablein experimentaljet-noise are easily deduced from these
model studies.
The inclusion of ring-typesources is appreciatedwhen one understands
the basic physicsinvolvedin the jet flow phenomenom. In the past few years,
severalstudies have been undertakenwhich suggestthat a large-scaleorderly
structurelies hidden within the chaotic, noise-producing,tranisiton region
of a jet. Using several methods in their study of flow visualizationof
round jets, Crow and Champagne (1971) have discovered the emergence of an
orderlyflow pattern, and they have also noticedthat at an average Strouhal
number of about 0.3 based on frequency,exit speed and diameter,a tenuous
train of puffs--rings having axisymmetric structure--is generated in the
transitionalturbulenceregionof a jet. These rings are highlystructured
and stable. The productionof doughnut-likerings also finds support in the
works of Wooldridge and Wooten (1971). Hardin (1974) has also considered
the ring-sourcesto analyze the noise producingpotentialof round jets and
observesthat a noteworthyfeature of these studies on the orderly structure
of jet turbulenceis that these ringsmay be responsiblefor most of the jet
noise. Crow and Champagne also observe from their previous work on water
jets "waves radiating outward from the above region of puff formation".
These and several similar inferencesof the research workers have prompted
the author to includethe ring sources in the study of jet noise throughthe
vortexsheet modellingof the flow.
1.3 INDICATIONOF THE SCOPE AND METHODSOF APPROACH
The prediction model contains three major elements: i) convection of
acousticsources in the primary flow and in the secondary flow, ii) flow-
acousticinteraction due to the above two consituent streams and iii) the
effectsof flight. Furthermore,all possible combinations of heated and
unheatedjets that comprisea coaxialdual flow have also been built into the
model.
Analyticaldiscussion is made and explicit radiation results are pro-
vided for the three usual types of acoustic sources: monopole,dipole, and
quadrupole:however, only the quadrupoletype of sourcesare taken into con-
siderationwhile theoreticallycomputingthe sound productionof the coaxial
jet flow.
The discussionand analyticaldevelopmentof the model is fully based on
the recentworks of Mani (1976a,1976b) who has given a new directionin jet
noise theory by castingthe whole jet noise probleminto the limitingcase of
a uniform jet surroundedby an infinite vortex sheet. The techniqueis very
clear and will make itselfsel_explanatoryas we proceedwith the mathematical
developmentin the followingsection.
2. SPECIFICATIONAND FORMULATIONOF THE MODEL
The analysis is intendedto model the situation shown in figure 1, in
which a coflowingcoaxialdual jet exhaustsinto ambiencefrom a nozzlewhich
is moving in an oppositedirectionwith velocityUf, which is the velocityof
flight. The inner stream of radius rp, also called the primary stream, is
characterizedby velocityUp and the outer stream of radius rs, also called
the secondary stream, is characterizedby velocity Us. Likewise, all the
flow parameters--density_,speed of sound c, Mach number M and so on and so
forthnwhich are associatedwith the inner/primaryflow are affixedto the
suffix (p), and those with the outer/secondaryflow are affixedto the suffix
(s).
For an observer in a coordinatesystem fixed to the moving nozzle, it
will appear as if he is stationaryand the entire ambientworld aroundhim is
in a state of motion. Consequently,becauseof this perceptionit will appear
that the whole coaxial dual jet phenomenon is taking place in an ambience
which is moving in the same directionas the jet with a speed of motion Uf
which is the velocityof flightdue to the moving nozzle. Thus the situation
could be best simulatedin a wind tunnel of which a pictorialmodel is illus-
trated in figure 2. The airflow (in the wind tunnel) which surroundsthe
jet now simulatesthat which would be created in the case of an otherwise
moving aircraftwith speed Uf in an actual flow environment.
Consider a cylindrical coordinate system for this plug-flow model
where Up = constant for 0 < r < rp and Us = constant for rp < r < rs.
As indicated earlier, in what follows we will introduce two ring sources
with a suitablechoice of their fundamentalforms as:
ring in the primary flow: _m _CY-T,) _Cz-U_t)_ Tn_-(_t) ) 0 _Y'o/-,,Y"F, (II"
Ring in the secondary flow: _I} _(_'-_¢) _(z-r_Lct)e , Y'_<)_,o('Y', ¢T
where qm and qn are constants and reflect the characteristic ring strengths
to which we will give proper meaning in due course. These ring sources which
are convecting in the midst of the primary and secondary flows would be re-
presentative of the axially, symmetrically, distributed sources which arise
as a result of flow interaction and exist in and around the primary flows and
also th_ secondary flows. The quantities m and_ are the frequencies associ-
ated with the rinq sources in the primary flow and in the secondary flow,
and Uc andQLc are their velocities with which they convect.
At low amplitudethe soundwaves which are generateddue to these sources
travel at the same speed regardless of their frequency and as such their
propagationin the uniformlyflowingfluids (and also in the simulated flow
outsidethe Jet) are described by the following convective inhomogeneous
(andalso homogeneous)wave equations for pressure _ which we write as:
where the differentialoperatorsLj and_j are given by:
L1 = I
L2 = B/Bt + Up B/Bz,_ 2 : B/Bt + US @/Bz
L3 =_3 = @/@z
L4 =_4 = @2/@z2
The operators L1 =_I = I imply the simple source pulsating nature of the
acousticsources; L2 = B/Bt + Up @/@z implies the mass fluctuating type
ring source in the primary flow and, likewise,_ 2 : B/Bt + Us B/Bz also
impliesanother mass fluctuatingtype ring source in the secondaryflow: L3
=_{_3= @/@zimpliesan axial dipole-typering source and L4=_ 4 = @2/@z2
impliesan axial, longitudinal,quadrupole-typering source.
The entire problemunderconsiderationissupposed to be perfectlylinear
and the ring sources in the primary and secondary flows are assumed to be
perfectlyuncorrelated. Because of the linearity of the equations and the
involvedboundary conditions,we can considerthis as a superpositionof two
problems,and therefore the resultingradiationeffect will be the linear
combinationof the fields radiatedby the ring source in the primaryflow and
by the ring source in the secondary flow. In view of this we will tackle
this problem as two problems side by side--one with a ring source in the
primaryflow and the other with another ring source in the secondary flow,
each source being obliviousof the presence of the other. This is a linear,
noninteractingacousticphenomenomwhere of course the Laplace equationsare
linear and the radiationeffectsare noninteractingdue to the uncorrelated
nature of the sources involved.
3. MATHEMATICALDEVELOPMENTAND GENERALSOLUTION
(Ring-Sourcein the SecondaryStream)
As indicated earlier we will develop this problem as a combinationof
two problems. They are a problem of coaxial jet with a ring source in the
secondaryflow plus a problemof coaxialjet with a ringsource in the primary
flow. Focussing our attention first to the problem of a coaxial jet flow
with a ring source convecting in the secondary flow, without any other type
of source being presentelsewhereincludingthe primary flow region, one can
see that the mathematicalproblemthen involvessolving:
I (6)
¢_ . , (8)
where
The boundaryconditionsacross the primary/secondaryflow interfaceat r = rp
and across the secondary/outer(simulating)flow interfaceat r = rs are i)
the continuityof acousticpressureand ii) the continuityof normal particle
displacement. The former conditionis equivalentto the very commonlyused
statement: the innersolution is same as the outersolutionacross the common
fluid-interface.The latter condition can be developed from the pressure-
displacementrelationgiven as:
_Pp rO_: '
Y_= -__ , inside _ ,]e't Yp_ rs rs (io)
,or.
Becauseof the nature of the cold jet where the temperatureis everywherethe
same as the ambient temperature,we could have easily writtenpp = Ps = _'f
and also Cp = Cs = cf. Thiswould also facilitateour handlingof the involved
9
mathematics. However, to keep a careful watch as to how each flow stream
influencesthe ultimatenoise production,we intentionallywanted to keep the
involvedparameters of one flow distinct from those of the other flow.
Nevertheless,when the actual computationwill take place their equivalence
will be taken care of to reflectthat the results are exclusively for the
cold coaxial jet flow only. Another reason for keeping these parameters
distinct at this stage is to show how the cold jet resultscomparewith those
obtainingfrom the hot ,iet,where because of the jet temperaturethe flow
parameterswill be different,and also as we will discuss later because of
the temperaturedifferenceacrossthe boundary,additionalsource terms will
be generated which will influence the overall noise production from the
coaxialjet.
Beforewe introduce the Fourier transformation intoAequations, with
respectto z-coordinate,we note that since
.f-=._t_ (11)
the right hand side source term in equation (7) is given by:
_ (12)
10
As we know the expression (12) is the drivingterm in the whole problem and
as such the _, z, t dependence of all quantities in the Fourier transform
formulationwill be ~ exp i[(k3z+n¢) - (_+ k3_c)t]. This is due to the
fact that on a linear theory a term proportionalto eikx in the forcing
effect elicits responses proportional to eikx everywhere in the system
whereby the corresponding values of the acoustic pressure, velocity,dis-
placement,potential or any other acoustic parameterare themselvespropor-
tional to eikx. In view of this the Fourier transforms of the pressure
and displacementterms are definedas:
" ]
(14)
Introducingequations (13)-(14), and making use of the Laplacian operator
in equations(6-8),one obtains
11
where
2
2
It has to be pointed out that the_'s have been obtained b_n_eTTin_J
_e o'_j's,and _-fe_t_e the solutions associated with_ I representthe
pulsatingmonoploe type effectsdue to the ring source; the solutionsasso-
ciated with_ 2 representthe mass fluctuationtype effects:those associated
with_ 3 representthe axial dipole type effects: and those associated with
_4 represent the axial longitudinalquadruoole type effects. The quanti-
ties Mp, Ms, etc. are strictlyspeaking the normalized velocities,although
we refer them here quite often as the flow Mach numbers. Making use of the
relations(13)-(14)in equation (10), one can write down the boundary con-
ditionsof continuityof normal particledisplacementon r = rp, and on r =
rs respectivelyas:
_2
2 2 2
The propagation constants,_f,_)_s,_i_p may be either positive or negative;
however, in order that the solutionin the outermostsimulatingambientmedium
rs _<r has to be a solely propagatingtypeI_i_fmust always be positive in
2 2
characteri.e._f ) O. Since the other two propagatingconstants_s and_i_p
describethe wave propagationinsidethe outer and inner flows respectively,
they can be either +ve or -ve. However, we will write down the general
solutionfor (16)-(18)for one of these four possiblecases-i.e,when_p,_s,
_f > O:
sV
]3
Now making use of the boundary conditions,as defined in the paragraph
precedingequation (10) and also as mathematicallyexpressed in equations
(22)and (23), one can obtain from the foregoing equations in (24)-(27)a
solution for the outgoingfield as:
where, !
14
Jn and Yn are the Bessel functionsof the first kind and of the second kind
of order n; Hn (sameas Hn(1)) is called the Bessel functionof the
third kind, also called the Hankelfunction,of order n. Dashes denote
differentiationwith respectto the argument. It is worthwhileto note that
solution in equation (28) is developedfor the case when all the propagation
constants_J_p2,_i_s2,_f2 ) O. There may arise some cases when either_p2 < 0
Or_s2 < O: or both_i_p2 < 0 and_i_s2< 0 simultaneously. In such cases one
2 _1_'2_or_(_s2 , 2 ll_p ' 'can write,_!_p= - = -_i_s , so that = i_p and:)_s = i_(_$ .
Then making use of the Bessel relationsJR(ix) = _n_.n(x) and Hn(iX) =(2/_K.n_+i_
,&
in equations(2_)-(32),one can easily find the appropriatesolution for
any of these four possiblecases. However,eitherway one finds the same
resultswhether throughthe above Bessel replacementsor workingthroughthe
individualcases by consideringtheir fundamentalresultsand applyingthe
matching conditionsat the boundariesat r = rp and at r = rs.
As indicatedearlier,for the waves to be outgoingwe must have_f 2 ) 0
which yields:
This inequalitydeterminesthe range of k3 which ensuresa propagatingtype
solutionof the radiationproblem.
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3.1 RADIATIONIN THE FAR-FIELD
Now to_r_n_h'mthe acousticpressure in equation (28) in Fourierspace
to a correspondingone in physical space we make _e of equation (13)
to write:
(361
"Evaluationof the above integral is prohibitivelydifficult because of the
involved,complicatingexpression for_,_n (see equation (28)). Thus, unless
one resortsto direct numericalintegration,one should apply the method of
stationaryphase to find the far-field radiation which is incidentallyof
prime interest to us. Without going through the details of this method, we
may derive the far-fieldexpressionfor _ as:
Mnere En and the stationarypoint (k3)o are given by:
16
(k_)o= k % co_o
In view of the stationarypoint value in equation (39), we now redefine our
involvedterms in equations (19)-(20), and in equations (33)-(3_) as:
v= ,-%C_<-MD_,o,-%(M,-MD_,_]-_/o,_
_2_- k _/g sin 8
I- <<,/o<C,a'l°-%<)<o_e {_oI
o
(43)
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The quantity Co/Cf is the ratio of the speed of sound in an ambient
quiescentreferencefluid (at the normaltemperatureand pressure conditions
of the atmosphere)to the speed of sound in the external fluid throughwhich
the propagationof acousticwaves actuallytakes place. It has to be pointed
out that Co/Cf is retainedto show as to what extent the pressure field can
be influencedwhen the external fluid is completelydifferent from the hypo-
theticallyquiescent referencefluid. For examplethe actual atmospheremay
be gusty, turbulent,hot etc.etc,so that Co/Cf_ 1. However, in our final
computationwe preferredto take Co/Cf = I in generatingthe plots to explain
the sound productionof the cold coaxialjet.
and e are as shown in Figure 3. Whereas_ is the distancebetweenthe
center of the ring source and the ol_server'slocation,B is the angle made by
the line joiningthem and the directionof source convection,all at the time
of emission. In other words,_ and B are the retardedco-ordinates. It has
to be pointed out here that the equation (37) embodies the field generated
due to any type of ring source--monopole,dipole or quadruple--becauseof the
presenceof _i_j(k3) which defines the source characteristicsaccording as
j = 1,2,3, or 4. We shall make use of all these at a later stage when we
make the calculationof the effectivepressurefield.
3.2 FAR-FIELDLOW FREQUENCYANALYSIS
In analyzing the low frequency radiation of the pressure field, we
make use of the limiting forms of Bessel and Hankel functions for small
arguments,when_ is fixed and z-_O:
(=),.,-
z8
When we think of a low frequencyanalysis,we can well impose the restrictions
that _i'p,_rs, and_AuoAW0 so that the equationsin (29)-(32)are reducedto
Making use of the foregoingrelationsin equation (38), one can derive from
equation (37), a low frequencyfar field solutionfor the ring source in the
secondaryfluld as follows:
r(n-i-i) t,,_J
f (%, +1)+ (41,, - 1_(_'/_)=" ]
% co:
The quantity_ is implicitin_4 o and is itselfa small quantitybecauseof
the low frequencynatureof the source. The use of the inequalities,rp/_o <I
and rp/rs < 1, in the above yields
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where Pn is the pressuredue to the ring source having periodicityn along
16whichoccurs in the form of ein¢. Thus as shown above one can infer
that:
(51)
This merely tells that as the mode n along € increases,the radiation
due to the source decreasesand eventuallybecomes vanishinglysmall as n--_-.
This also implies that the most powerful radiation comes when the ring is
without any periodicityalong € -directionin which case the ring turns out
to be an axisymmetricdoughnut type ring which finds support in the works
Crow and Champagne(1971),Wooldridgeand Wooten (1971)and in that of Hardin
(1974). This decreasingcharacterof source radiationas n increasesis not
at all surprising if one thinks of the physical nature of the rings with
high periodicity. What happens in this case is that positive and negative
parts effectivelycancel each other out as n goes on increasing. This is
evident from Figure 4.
Thus in our subsequentanalysiswe will consider only axisymmetricrings
without any periodicity along €, so that the factor involving ein@ will be
completelyabsent in all the mathematicalexpressionsto follow. It will be
of interestto know that if we make n = 0 in equation (49), the low frequency
(far field) radiationis reducedto:
2O
and that this is obtained as a result of a drastic approximation where the
arguments in the Bessel functions tend to zero. This approximation embodies
the product kA_o (and krp, krs) which also tend to zero. However, while
dealing with the far-field radiation in the following section we will make
use of the equation (37) which is exact in frequency.
3.3 FAR-FIELD INTENSITY DUE TO THE RING-SOURCEIN THE SECONDARYSTREAM
To predict the intensity of radiation due to the source in the second-
ary stream, the fundamental solutions associated with various quadrupoles
must be employed in a specific manner to represent the radiation pattern
due to an axially symmetric sound field. The works of Ribner(1969) and
Mani(Ig76a, 1976b) suggest that the acoustic contribution may be evaluated
from the formula
l_cs : Far-Field intensity due to a ring-source in the cold secondary-stream
3
Here <aij2> is used to represent the circumferential average of the mean
square value of the enclosed quantity, where we express mathematically
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The suffixes in equations(53) and (54) characterizethe type of quadrupole,
and the star above impliesits complex con.iugate.To find out the radiation
due to all the quadrupolecomponentsto be made use of in equation (53), we
need to find some more relatedterms. Making use of equations (37) for an
axisymmetricring source without any periodicityn along i_(i. e., n = 0),
and differntiatingthe simple source result with respectto the source co-
ordinateat r =&o, one can write:
where we have,
= (5B)
-- (59)
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In deriving equations (55-57) from equation (37), we consider the source
strength of the ring as directlyproportionalto the density of the fluid in
which the source is located, so that we replaceqo by s which is the den-
sity of the secondary stream. Now introducing the following coordinate
relationsfor an axisymmetricringsource devoidof any periodicityn along _,
.
'z.
_P_Z (61)
and making use of the relationsin equations (37, 55-57) one can find out
the radiationdue to all the fundamentalquadrupolecomponentswhich can be
written as follows:
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s;_ _ _ (r_ c, ,
_'_=_ _-,_ z _[j__/_sC.,_o__D_ ]
_13 "--
_,_, e,.,[_-_,/_.(_-_D_ s]_'
(6z)
Using the above relations in equation (54), the far fie]d radiation given by
_he fon_ula in equation (53) yields:
--2 - 2 _"/2
",,_ _ I_, e2I_1"
+ 4
Z Z l .(63.)ial 24
where
_ = E_ _(_) +_o::1;,(_)
O<o=HoCks)No(::v_,L,,&)-F H,(._)LoCw_,vR)
po= H_(.A&)L,(v;_, w_,)-- F H,(:"J_,)lNo(:w_,v2)
Y_= _,(M Wo(..v,,"zD-E _'o(_.,..->L,(.x.,,v_)
% : 7,(_#VC:_,v._)-£ To(_4U(x_,v__) (64)
_4oC_,_)= - sc,:jy,(zj). z,(_:)yo(:=)
(65)
u2 =;_p%, x2 =_(s_o
v2 =_srp, Y2 =_frs
w2 =_(_srs z and_ are dummy variables (66)
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2W_= (f.l_,- _I_:(M_-M_)_
E = _ I,',h F- W2 4,/c_:s_ 0
MI W---z ' ht}z
(67)
The symbol I--representsthe outer-to-inner(also called the secondary-to-
primary)velocity ratio,and the symbol_ representsthe outer-to-inner
area ratio. Um is a chacteristicmean velocitywhich is obtained from con-
servationof momentum equationfor the coaxial jet and M is its corresponding
Mach number defined with respectto Co; St2 is the source Strouhal number
observed in a frame of reference convectedat a Mach number (w_€- Mf)Co/Cf
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and is relatedto the observed Strouhal number by a Doppler factor [1-Co/Cf
(_c- Mr) cos_]. This is also calledthe Doppler-correctedStrouhalnumber.
The Doppler-correctedStrouhalnumber is introducedbecausewe are consider-
ing the source convectionin a frame of referencemoving with flightvelocity
in the simulated environment. This provides relative velocity between the
nozzle and the observer which is actually the case in the real situation
(wherethe nozzlemoves and the observeris static).
If we divide the right hand side of equation (63) by pfc_, we will get
the far-fieldintensityproperlydefined,otherwiseit is, strictlyspeaking,
the circumferentialaverageof the mean squarepressuredue to the contribution
of all the quadrupole components of the ring source in the cold secondary
stream. To get the exact far field intensity,we must now take into consid-
erationthe intensityof radiationdue to the ringsource in the cold primary
flow. This is obtainedin exactlythe same way as we have done for the ring
soure in the cold secondary stream. However, we will give a brief outline
that leads to its final radiationresult,in our next section.
4. FAR-FIELD INTENSITYDUE TO THE RING-SOURCE IN THE PRIMARY STREAM
As we have indicatedearlier,the noise sources which arise as a result
of the interactiondue to the primaryand the secondary flows is represented
by considering a ring source convecting in the midst of the I)rimaryflow.
The general motions of acoustic propagationare governed by the following
equations:
, - v p= o, _'_.<_:) 17o)
where we have considered,for convenience,the ring source to be convecting
at a radial distance of r = ro from the axis of the flow. Followingthe
steps as in section 3, equations(68-70)can be made to yield:
__--}-_. ,,_ :_z. ' (72)
where
2 2 2
; 2 2 z.
(74)
K_=-sk_,K_=k2_k=_I_,.M_=U_l_ (75)
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Equations(71-73)are subjectto the boundary conditions: (i) the con-
tinuityof acousticpressureand (ii) the continuityof normal particledis-
placementacross the boundariesat r= rp and r = rs. The latter condition
is expressedthrough 'theequations:
Now making use of the generalsolutions for equations (71-73)and the above
boundaryconditions,one can find the far field solution through the method
of stationaryphase as:
[_-%LMo-M_)_,o]
where
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K_: k _lc,. sin
I- G/_r(A4_-M_)_s_ (84)
_s =#lps !_
Asf :V_sf J (85)
KI = -I
1-_/_(.M_-r@_e
Ks= - :_k _,/:_cos
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(86)
Here R is the distance between the center of the ring source in the primary
flow and the observer's location,and O is the angle made by this line with
the directon of source convection,all consideredat the time of emission.
It has to be noted here that only when the centers of the ring sources in
the primary flow and the secondary flow coincide,their distances from the
observeras well as their angles will be the one and the same, i.e. only
then R =(_, and O's in both cases becomethe same.
To predictthe intensityof radiationdue to a ringsource in the primary
stream,we followthe procedureoutlinedin section (3.3)where we considered
a similar case for a ring source in the secondarystream. Makinguse of the
equation (78) for an axisymmetricring sourcewithout any periodicitym along
€, and differentiatingthe simple source result with respectto the source
coordinateat r = ro, we get
=- 4 'r rr eo ' c87)
(O___=- 2PpK_K,j[_oCK_ro)-ZTaCK_)! exp_yRkvg-mt}
r ZJr. Cga r_r_ ] l _ -- l R[I_ r_/c:_(M..M:_)d_O] (88)
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where
#o= r%_(Ho,m)r_(Yo,m)-#_CHo,y_>r_(_, _o) (9o)
and the expressions for Gfs (Ho,Jo), Gsp(Yo, Jo), etc. are obvious in
equations(80-8.3)from which we can easilyderive them by puttingm = O. It
may be noted here that the strength of the ring source in the primary flow
has been replaced by the density pp of the primary flow, since they are
directly related. Mani and Balsa have successfullyintroduced this direct
relationshipbetweenthe source strength and the fluid density in almost all
of their works on jet noise.
To obtain the individualfar-fieldradiationcontributiondue to all the
fundamentalquadrupole components of an axisymmetricring source devoid of
any periodicitym along €, we make use of the coordinaterelationsin (61) as
well as the relationsin equations(78, and 87-89)which yield:
R[,- o%(Mc-M_)s_]
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Using the above relationsin equation(54), and making use of the radiation
formulagiven in equation (53),one finds the intensityfor a far-field
radiationas:
fz& I
=(,,.'n':'Rr,rt, IM26,I" _,_ M,
2 g
++!s
where
: HoC_,)_o0,,.-,)-F.,(._,)L°L-,.",)
= H<,(:_0L, (.v,,w,)- F H,(9,) INo(..w"v') (93)
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uI :Kprp, xI :Kpro
Vl =_srp, Yl =_frs
wI :Ksrs (94)
F l
kYp=
k,'.---
Um (95)
As before, StI is the Source-Strouhalnumber where the source is moving with
a Mach number (Mc - Mr) Co/Cf in a frame of referencemoving with flight
velocityin the simulated environment. The notation ITcp in equation (92)
is introducedto signify that it impliesthe intensitydue to radiationfrom
a ring-sourcein the cold primarystream.
5. INTENSITY OF RADIATION DUE TO RING SOURCES IN COLD COAXIAL DUAL
FLOW AND APPLICATIONOF THE THEORY
Since the problem under considerationis a linear one, the effective
radiationdue to the coaxial dual flow phenomenomwill be consideredas the
linearcombinationof the two radiationfields generatedby the ring-sources
in the primary flow as well as in the secondaryflow. In view of this super-
positionof the two fields,the intensityof radiationin far-fielddue to the
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coaxialdual flow is given as the combinedeffects of the intensitiesgiven
in equations(63) and (92). This is expressedas:
(96)
where D is the external diameter of the coaxial jet (and is relatedto the
internaldiameterthroughthe relationD = d (l+_r)I/2) and:
RCP- t { _'/c,)4 e s48 _(_") 12IM_6,1_ _i ' j- M,-I
+g
. '}
4-
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It has to be pointed out that in order to make a straightforwardlinear
combinationof the radiationeffectsand also to keep the involvedmathematics
less complicating,we have considereda situation when the centers of the
ring sourcesperfectly coincideand as such they emit radiationswhich reach
the observersimultaneously. In such a situationR =_ and_),the angle of
emissionat the retardedtime is the same for both. This fact has been well
taken care of in developing the expression for the intensityof radiation
due to both the rings as given in equation (96).
In all the plots the computationis made for the directionalintensity
at Strouhal number, StI = 0.2, St2 = 0.2, and is expressedin terms of sound
pressure levels,in decibels (dB),where
- to I ,o ICM ) (99)
vI (lOO)
The parameteric values of P1 = 1 = P2 impliesthe considerationof a cold
coaxial jet where pp = Ps = Pf- Furthermore, while making computations,
the convection Mach number of the ring-sourcein the primary flow is given
by Mc = (Mp + Ms)/2 and the convectionMach number of the ring-sourcein the
secondaryflow is given by(/_lc = (Ms + Mf)/2. The convectionMach numbers
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of the ring sources are so expressedin order to reflectthe speeds of the
flows whose interactionsare solely responsiblefor the generationof these
sources.
With these assumptions,the change in intensity level is analyzed in
figures 5-6 by a plot of variationin intensitylevel with direction0 mea-
sured from the directionof convection. These figures illustratethe change
with Mach number Mf of the directionalintensityfield of two representative
ring sources, one convectingin the midst of the primary flow and the other
convectingin the midst of the secondary flow, at points far from them.
Figure 5(b) representsa coaxial flow situationwhere the inner/primaryflow
velocity(Mp = 0.9) is higher than the outer/secondaryflow velocity (Ms
= 0.5) and represents a conventionalcold coaxial configuration,whereas
figure 5(a) representsan altogetherdifferentflow profilewhere the primary
flow and the secondaryflow are completelyinvertedso as to make the primary
flow Mach number (Mp = 0.5) much less than the secondary flow Mach number
(Ms = 0.9). This latter coaxialflow patternis called the invertedvelocity
profileconfiguration. In both figures,one noticesthat as we move from a
static (Mf = O) to flight situation (Mf > 0), the intensity of radiation
in the aft quadrant (0 ( B (_/2) diminishesand the intensityof radiation
in the forward quadrant (_/2 (B (_)increases. This observationsuggests
that as we move from the aft quadrant to the forward quadrantthere is a
strong preference for forward emission with increasing flight Mach number
Mf. In other words, forward speed induces amplification of noise in the
forwardquadrant and reductionof noise in the aft quadrant. Another point
of interestthat attracts attentionis the crossing of all the curves at the
angle at 0 = go°. Their coalescenceat one point implies that at B = 90°,
3?
the impact or the effects of flight are completely absent. In both these
two figures, one notices that the inversionof velocities,from high-inner/
low-outerto low-inner/high-outer,causes a substantial reduction of the
radiationintensityat all angles. This takes place under constant thrust,
and constant massflow conditions. This observationtells us that for an
equal outer-to-innerarea ratio{._= 1) and under constantthrust and constant
massflowconditions, inverted velocity profile coaxial jet is quieter than
a conventionalvelocity profile coaxialjet. This point is more explicitly
illustratedin figures 6(a)-6(c) which reassert the fact that compared to
a conventionalprofile coaxial jet, an inverted profile coaxial jet flow
is much less noisy under all conditions,both staticallyand also in flight.
Thus an inverted velocityprofileseems to retain its quieteningquality not
only when there is no flight, but also at practicallyall flight conditions.
In figure 6(a) the comparisonbetweenthe conventionalvelocityprofile
and the inverted profile is at constant massflow and constant thrust, at
area ratio _=1. The noise reductiondue to the invertedprofile relative
to the conventionalprofile is at least 10dB in the aft quadrant and around
16 dB in the forwardquadrant. The forwardquadrant noise reductionis even
more as one gets closer to the jet axis in the forwarddirection. As one
moves from the static to the flight case, the static benefit in noise reduc-
tion in the aft quadrant is diminishedby nearly 1.5 dB at Mf = 0.3 and by
2 dB at Mf = 0.6, whereasthat in the forwardquadrant is more or less main-
tained. Nonetheless,as a result of flight,the overalllevel of SPL in the
aft quadrant (0 < e < /2) is reduced and that in the forward quadrant
(_/2 < o < _)is amplified. This observationis in tune with our earlier
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findingswhere we had noted that the effects of flight induce reductionof
noise in the aft quadrantand amplificationof noise in the forwardquadrant.
When the area ratio is increasedto _= 4 and 10 as in figures6(b) and
6 (c) respectively,the inverted velocity profile provides substantially
higher bypass ratios and also induces increased massflow and increased
thrust. This is not the case for the conventionalprofiles where the mass
flow and thrust are substantially reduced as a result of increasing area
ratio. This observationmay change as we will examine the inverted profile
of a hot coaxial jet flow in part 2. Comparisonof all the plots of Figure
(6) indicate that the attenuationobtained over all angles as a result of
flow inversionis substantialwhen a low area ratio (andhence a low bypass
ratio operation) is maintained. This observation may also suggest that
a low bypass ratio operation obtainableat an outer-to-innerarea ratio of
= 1 can be combinedwith an inverted velocityprofile conceptto achieve
a reallyworthwhile noise suppressionboth staticallyand in flight. Figure
7 provides a visualizationof the conventionalprofile and the invertedpro-
file (and variable stream control engine (VSCE) cycle which we discuss in
Part 2).
6. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of the effects of flight on coaxial jet noise has been
studiedon the basis of a simple vortex-sheetflow model. The elegance of
handlingthe problem comes throuqh the deliberate suppression of the flow
instabilitiesand also through the inherent simplicity of the vortex sheet
model. As a result of this study, we find that the effects of flight on
noise from an unheated coaxialdual flow induce:
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i) amplificationof noise in the forwardquadrant (_/2 < B <_T)
ii) reductionof noise in the aft quadrant (0 < 0 < _/2) and
iii) absolutelyno impact on noise at o = 90° to the jet axis.
Furthermore,this study shows that:
iv) at constantmassflowand thrustmaintainedat an outer-to-innerarea
ratio (_'_)equal to unity, an inverted velocityprofile is at least 10
dB (SPL) quieter than a conventionalprofile cycle at angles in the
aft quadrant and 16 dB (SPL) quieter at angles in the forwardquadrant
when there is no flight,
v) the static benefit in noise reductionis more or less maintainedin the
forwardquadrant,but is somewhatlost by nearly 1.5 to 2 dB in the aft
quadrant,
vi) an inverted velocityprofileachievesincreasedmassflow and thrust as
the area ratio _ increases,in contrastto the conventionalprofile
which incurs massloss and thrustloss with the increase in area ratio,
vii) the amount of noise reductiondue to an invertedvelocityprofile rela-
tive to a conventionalprofile graduallydiminishes as the area ratio
increases_ and lastly
viii) an invertedvelocityprofile,combinedwith a low bypass ratiooperation
obtainableat an outer-to-innerarea ratio equal to unity providesthe
best optimizationof noise while still maintainingthe constant mass-
flow and thrust in perfectparity with a conventionalprofile cycle.
4O
The above conclusions are derived for an unheated coaxial dual
flow and may change when we analyze the effects of flight on noise from
a heated coaxial dual flow (in part 2).
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FIGURECAPTIONS
Figure 1. Practicalconfigurationof the model.
Figure 2. Flightsimulationof the model.
Figure 3. Retardedcoordinatesand emissionfrom ring-sourcein
the secondarystream
Figure 4. Periodicityof the ring-sourcealong _(occurs in the form
of eln¢ )
Figure 5. Change in directionalintensityas a result of flight
at an outer-to-innerarea ratio _= 1.
a) invertedvelocityprofile,Mp = 0.5, Ms = 0.9
b) conventionalprofile,Mp = 0.9, Ms = 0.5
Figure 6(a). Comparisonof SPL due to conventionalprofile (CP)
and invertedprofile(IP) at constantmassflow
and thrust,and area ratio_= 1.
CP(O): Mp = 0.9, Ms = 0.5, l_= 0.73
IP((_):Mp = 0.5, Ms = 0.9,_T= 0.73
Figure 6(b). Comparisonof SPL due to conventionalprofile (CP) and
invertedprofile (IP) at unequalmassflowand thrust,
and area ratio_= 4.
CP(O): Mp = 0.9, Ms = 0.5,_ = 0.60
IP(Q): Mp = 0.5, Ms = 0.9, M = 0.84
Figue 6(c) Comparisonof SPL due to conventionalprofile (CP) and
invertedprofile (IP) at unequalmassflow and thrust,
and area ratio_ = 10.
CP(O): Mp = 0.9, Ms = 0.5,M = 0.55
IP(Q): Mp = 0.5, Ms = 0.9,_T= 0.87
Figure 7. Differentenginecycles of a coaxial flow.
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